AR AMID:
DRIVING TOMORROW ’S
HYDROGEN SOCIE T Y
YE L LO W PA P E R | T E I J I N A R A M I D

The world needs innovative, sustainable solutions to deliver renewable
energy products at scale. Hydrogen may be the missing link. Learn how
Teijin Aramid's R&D teams are changing the game with aramid-based
reinforced thermoplastic pipes (RTPs) for hydrogen distribution.
READ MORE

CR ACKING THE CLEAN ENERGY CHALLENGE
Currently, most of the world’s energy needs are met through molecular forms such as natural gas, oil and coal. Renewables are
mostly supplied in electron form as electricity – this creates challenges when it comes to delivering clean energy at scale:

ELEC TRONS

MOLECULES

Coping with seasonality in renewable
energy generation
Large-scale distribution
Cost-efficient distribution

THE FUTURE HYDROGEN SOCIE T Y?
The search is on for efficient molecular-based energy transportation solutions – and the most
promising of these is hydrogen. But hydrogen brings its own challenges:

Flammable
and potentially
explosive

Low energy density:
must be transported and
stored at high pressure
or liquefied at very low
temperatures

High pressure makes
steel pipeline systems
more vulnerable to material
defects, such a corrosion
and embrittlement

Multiple
connections in steel
pipelines increase
risk of leaks

AR AMID:
THE KEY TO A SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FUTURE

AR AMID IS IDEALLY SUITED AS AN R TP REINFORCEMENT
MATERIAL FOR HYDROGEN DISTRIBUTION:
Non-reactive material eliminates corrosion and steel embrittlement
	High-strength material supports high-pressure storage and transportation
Lightweight, spoolable material enables easier transportation

The role of
RTPs in the energy
transition
To learn more about the potential
role of RTPs in the energy transition

	Spoolable, flexible material results in faster installation with less
on-site activity and machinery
Significant reduction in connections per length reduces costs and risk
of leakage
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HOW WE'RE PIONEERING AR AMID-BASED
PIPELINE SYSTEMS

NORTHSEA

EXISTING INFRASTRUC TURE
ROUTE INDICATION TO BE BUILT
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FUTURE EXTENSION
HYDROGEN FILLING STATION (BUSES)
BIO MCN
TEIJIN ARAMID

CHEMIE PARK DELFZIJL

In 2019, KIWA, a Dutch certification and testing authority, certified
the use of Pipelife’s Soluforce® Twaron® RTP system for hydrogen
distribution in Delfzijl, northern Netherlands. The 4-kilometer pipeline
will transport green hydrogen (produced via water electrolysis and
powered by off-shore wind energy) to local consumers.
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OUR ENERGY L AB:
POWERING PROGRESS

Theo van Workum is the
driving force of the Energy Lab.
He prepares the samples
for testing and makes sure
all projects run on time.

At Teijin Aramid’s Research and Innovation Center, our dedicated ‘Energy Lab’
is working with the energy value chain to take RTP technology to the next level.
Connect with us for:
Cost optimization for your reinforcement
Extensive long-term reinforcement testing at a range of temperatures
Chemical resistance research and testing for multiple substances (e.g. H2S, CO2)

Let’s make
a difference
together!
Click the button and reach
out to our experts today

Deformation modeling of RTPs
Economic and ecological lifecycle assessment of an RTP

JOIN US
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